Abstract Personalised recommender systems receive growing attention from researchers of technology enhanced learning. The learning domain has a great need for personalisation as there is a general consensus that instructional material should be adapted to the knowledge, needs and abilities of learners. At the same time, the increase in the interest in game-based learning opens great opportunities for learning material personalisation, due to the complexity of life situations that can be simulated in serious games environments. In this paper, we present a model for competency development using serious games, which is supported by case-based learning-plan recommendation. While case-based reasoning has been used before for recommending learning objects, this work goes beyond current state-of-the-art, by recommending learning plans in a two-step hierarchical case-based planning strategy. First of all, several abstract plans are retrieved, personalised and recommended to the learner. In the second stage, the chosen plan is incrementally instantiated as the learner engages with the learning material. We also suggest how several learning strategies that resonate with a game-based learning environment, can drive the adaptation of learning material.
Introduction
consistent with constructivist learning theories [42] , which emphasize that learning is active and knowledge is built on top of own experiences. Serious games include tolerance and encouragement of risk within a safe environment [24] , thus promoting and encouraging experimentation instead of passive learning [27, 13] . They can support learning that is active, experiential, situated, problem and inquiry-based, and they provide immediate feedback. They also involve communities of practice which provide collaborative support to learners [8] .
Evidence for their efficacy as educational tools is growing with a growing number of research studies finding improved rates of learning and retention for serious games compared with more traditional learning methods [16, 10, 11] . A very recent literature review on empirical evidence of serious games [11] found that students enjoy the game-based approach and found it motivating. The same study shows that games can be used with success for both behavioural change and cognitive acquisition, but their benefits vary.
Like for all learning activities, the learning objects have to be designed and selected according to pedagogical foundations and the learning experience must be personalised in order to avoid the "one-size-fits-all" learning environment. In these paper, we are dealing with these two aspects of game-based-learning, namely: (i) the recommendation of learning paths that support the learner towards achievement of target competences, and (ii) personalisation through constant performance assessment and on-the-fly adaptation of the learning paths. The main contribution of this paper is twofold: (i) we research how case-based planning can be used for recommending personalised learning plans and (ii) we translate TEL recommendations from hypermedia to serious games, and exploit game adaptation strategies in accordance with the variation learning theory.
We propose a case-based approach to the generation of learning plans and game scenarios. While Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) has proven to yield good results for the adoption of on-line tutoring systems, the planning potential of CBR has yet to be exploited in relation to the creation of learning plans. We research how the game-based learning process can be continuously adapted towards the efficient development of required competencies for each individual learner. This entails the use of a planner that collects feedback from the learner interaction with the suggested plans and uses this feedback to learn which parts of the plan are failing and how to recover. As described by Hammond [21] , case-based planning (CBP) systems have the capability of learning from the interaction with the human users. They can also anticipate problems and learn how to avoid them. These features make CBP attractive for use in learning environments.
We also research how alternative plans which target the same goals can be represented, and retrieved based on their outcomes for different learners. The retrieved plans are then incrementally instantiated during execution, taking into account the information derived from constant performance monitoring.
The objective of this article is to present a coherent framework for an on-the-fly adaptive planning system for game-based learning. We do not address narrative theory or specific game design. Rather, the focus is on providing a generic model of the atomic learning components for an adaptive personalised planner where compe-tencies are taught through game-based learning strategies. At all times, we attempt to justify our models with reference to current learning theory and state-of-the-art techniques in case-based planning and personalisation.
This research was carried out within the context of the TARGET 1 European Project. TARGET's goal is to implement a new type of Technology Enhanced Learning(TEL) environment which shortens the time to competence for learners within enterprises. As such, the examples in this paper refer to learning topics such as innovation and project management.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. The next section summarises related work in personalised recommender systems for learning and related work that leverages the use of CBR for the purpose of supporting human learning. Section 3 presents an overview of our research direction in the field of CBP and learning with serious games, and in Section 4, we show how some modern learning theories can drive the planning and story personalisation. In Section 5 we provide a detailed description of our model of hierarchical CBP for personalised learning plans. Section 6 presents a discussion of the implications of our system and some remarks on future work, and then we conclude in Section 7.
Background

Personalised Recommendations in Technology Enhanced Learning
There has been a growing interest in applying recommendation techniques from the e-commerce domain to that of technology enhanced learning. However, for efficient learning, non-technical particularities of the e-learning domain must be considered. Previous work like [14, 32, 41] raises awareness of the differences between personalised recommendations in e-commerce and e-learning. The main guidelines for personalisation stress the importance of considering (i)the learning goal, (ii)prior knowledge of the learner, (iii)the learner's model, (iv)groups of similar learners, (v)rated learning activities, (vi)emerging learning paths and (vii)pedagogical strategies for learning. Our work considers all these aspects, and focuses on how the aspects captured by points (i)-(v) can be used to identify and reuse (vi) -emerging learning paths -, by incorporating (vii) -pedagogical strategies -into the adaptive, personalised recommendation process. TEL Recommender systems belong to three main categories, similar to their ecommerce ancestors: content-based, collaborative filtering, and hybrid [32] . While TEL recommenders extend classical recommenders by considering the pedagogical needs of the learners rather than only the preferences, they are still subject to drawbacks like: cold-start problem (new learner or new item) and data sparsity [2] . Hybrid recommenders usually overcome part of these problems. In our work, we consider a hybrid approach, combining collaborative filtering techniques with casebased reasoning(CBR) recommenders, a type of content-based approaches [47] . However, in this paper, the main focus lies on the case-based recommendation component. Next section analyses in more detail the related work on CBR and human learning.
Another aspect of interest regarding TEL recommender systems, is the type of recommended material. Most of the works focus on recommending individual learning objects, but in [15] , the authors acknowledge the need of suggesting learning paths, where the sequence of the recommended material guides the learner towards achieving his goals. In [26] , the authors suggest an adaptive learning plan generator for educational hypermedia. Several alternative paths are generated by analysing the domain concepts ontology and the relations between educational resources, for example, prerequisites. The personalised learning plan is created by computing the suitability of each path to the learner's profile. This work is similar to ours as it uses several abstraction layers in order to extract and personalise learning plans. However, it does not use any machine learning mechanism, therefore constant usage of the system will not improve its performance. More over, as opposed to our work, this model does not consider on-the-fly assessment and adaptation. Nevertheless, the work presented in [26] can be considered complimentary to ours and can be used in a hybrid system as a backup to the CBP approach, which 1) generates learning plans in case of cold-start problems like data sparsity and new item, 2) validates the ordering of learning resources, and 3) avoids the so-called "conceptual holes" [26] from the learning path.
Case-Based Reasoning and Human Learning
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is an artificial intelligence paradigm that involves reasoning from prior experiences: it retains a memory of previous problems and their solutions and solves new problems by reference to that knowledge. This is the main difference from rule-based reasoning systems, that normally rely on general knowledge of a problem domain, and tend to solve problems from scratch or from first principles. Usually, the case-based reasoner is presented with a problem (the current case). In order to solve it, the reasoner searches its memory of past cases (the case base) to find and retrieve cases that most closely match the current case, by using similarity metrics. When a retrieved case is not identical to the current case, an adaptation phase occurs. During this phase, the retrieved case is modified, taking the differences into account [37] . Finally, the cases are retained in the case base for future use. These four steps are defined by Aamodt and Plaza [1] as Retrieve, Reuse, Revise, and Retain.
Developed from CBR, case-based planning (CBP) systems address problems that are represented by goals and have solutions that are plans. Like traditional casebased reasoners, CBP systems build new cases out of old ones. Unlike CBR systems, CBP systems put emphasis on the prediction of problems: when encountering a new plan, CBP systems anticipate the problems that can arise and find alternative plans to avoid the problems. Plans are indexed by the goals satisfied and problems avoided [21] .
CBR for human learning purposes has been a topic of study for a number of years, with significant developments in the fields of intelligent tutoring systems and adaptive hypermedia. The appeal of a CBR approach is partly due to its roots in cognitive science which focuses on modeling human problem-solving behaviour [39] . There are many examples in the literature of day-to-day human reasoning and planning that highlight the important role of previously experienced situations and of analogy in human problem solving [43, 44, 29] . In [44] , Schank argues for a goalbased approach to education, in which case acquisition plays a central role. In [29] , Kolodner suggests how CBR can enhance problem-based learning by recommending relevant problems to learners. In both goal-based and problem-based learning, learning occurs in the context of attempting to achieve a mission or find a result.
The research done by Jonassen and Hernandez-Serrano [25] , also supports the use of CBR for instructional design based on problem solving. The authors argue for a story-based system supported by CBR that would enable learning from other people's experiences. These experiences form a case library of narratives from employees that describe real-life work-related problems and their solutions. Each experience must have a particular lesson to be learned that the user can reference in a similar situation. This idea resonates well with a game-based learning environment where learners' experiences are saved in common accessible repository. However, we are focused on how to create a suitable learning plan, rather than on how to retrieve a similar narrative.
The ILMDA (Intelligent Learning Material Delivery Agent), designed by Soh and Blank [51] focuses on the learning domain of computer science of undergraduates. It combines CBR with system meta-learning that demonstrating that a detailed analysis and adaptation of the learning process can be used to improve students' results. An approach that comes closer to serious games is presented by GomezMartin et al. [18, 19] . They present a metaphorical simulation of the Java Virtual Machine to help students learn Java language compilation and reinforce their understanding of object-oriented programming concepts. Unlike these two systems, where the problems have direct mapping to the correct solution and the targeted domains are well defined, we are creating a system for use in two very complex domains: Project Management and Innovation. In these domains, the problems are open-ended and the required competences are complex and difficult to model. Therefore, our approach is to create an open environment capable of reasoning with very complex, poorly structured domain knowledge. Furthermore, we focus on long term learning goals. For this, a single learning episode is not enough; the system must design consistent and coherent learning plans. As such, we use a CBP approach rather than classical CBR.
However, none of these approaches use CBR as a recommendation engine. CBR can be used for recommendations as shown in [47] . Technically, the main difference we consider between a case-based reasoning system and a case-based recommender system, is that while the former imposes the top solution, the latter returns top-n solutions and recommends them. The inner processing done to rank the results is similar in both types of systems. Previous research that considered CBR for recommending learning activities is presented in [17] . The work provides a simplified CBR model, without the revision/adaptation phase. Our model extends this work by exploiting adaptation methodologies inspired by learning theories. More over, our work also looks into recommending learning paths. In [14] , the authors also consider case-based recommendations as a possible approach, and identify as a main disadvantage of the methodology the fact that "the user is limited to a pool of items that are similar to the items he already knows". We argue that this problem can be avoided by adapting the case retrieval methodology.
Overview
In this section, we introduce the fundamental aspects of case-based reasoning as it pertains to the support of an adaptive learning system. These ideas will be further elaborated by the model presented in Section 5. In Figure 1 , we illustrate how CBR can be incorporated into the learning process within a game-based learning environment. The core unit of instruction is represented by stories which are interactive narratives the learner engages with as he assumes a specific role, with a specific mission. A learning plan is composed of a personalised sequence of stories. The learning plan is created in a two stage process. First, several abstract plan are created and recommended, as a sequence of story templates. Then, the actual learning plan is instantiated incrementally, each story being created starting from the corresponding story template, when the plan execution thread reaches it. This process is the central focus of our paper and is described in more detail in the Section 5.
Throughout a story execution, towards the achievement of his mission, the learner is put in various situations meant to develop and evaluate his competencies. Each story has at its core a story template which can accommodate several situations. In order to create a story starting from a story template, a sequence of these potential situations is selected, based on the learner needs and requirements.
The Data Repository
In this section, we describe the repositories that contain the competency knowledge, the raw learning objects and the cases.
The Competencies Graph
The term competency carries many definitions in the related literature [22] . The definition that matches the best the way we use and assess competencies is that they are a set of personal characteristics, knowledge, skills and abilities that help successfully perform certain tasks, actions or functions and are relatively stable across different situations [54] . Many companies use the IPMA Competence Baseline 2 which breaks project management in 46 competences, or SHL Universal Competency Framework 3 which defines the "great eight" cross-domain competencies, in order to model and structure the competencies of their employees. The initial TAR-GET competency framework will use these frameworks. However, each TARGET user community will also be able to contribute to the competency framework. Thus, the set of competencies is very likely to become very versatile as the community of users represent different educational backgrounds, work history and business domains.
The competencies of an individual are characterised by a state of attainment (degree of mastery) which we call level, and which the system estimates by analysing the user's performance. Therefore we define a competency profile as a set of competency-level pairs. A learner in our system has assigned both a current competency profile, and a targeted competency profile.
In this work, we consider the system being deployed and used within enterprises, each TARGET instance having its own competency representation, imposed by the particular enterprise. The set of competencies is very likely to strongly differ among domains and communities. While the framework presented in this work could theoretically fit a Web-based online learning environment, an important research challenge would be to organise domain concepts and competencies so that they can deal with users of very different cultural background. One option would be the use of en-cyclopedic knowledge bases like DBpedia 4 to extract relations between concepts, and use this graph to create learning paths. Semantic Web technologies can be used to link the DBpedia concepts to the serious games annotated as learning objects metadata, according to [23] . For sake of generality, the only assumption we make about the competencies, is that from their representation, dependency (e.g. prerequisite) relations can be extracted, which would then be used to guide the learning plan creation.
The Learning Objects
The stories represent the personalised learning material that is generated for each learner and are part of the case base described in the next subsection. They are created starting from story templates by the TARGET game engine. These story templates, together with the competency-training situations are stored in the Learning Objects Repository. The TARGET game engine has the responsibility of creating stories from these "raw" learning objects (story templates) by selecting the required competency-training situations, player roles and level, non-player characters and narrative thread. While the TARGET game engine and its story creation mechanism are outside the scope of this paper, we give in section 3.2 a brief example of a story template and its "child" stories.
The Case Base
At the core of any CBR system is the case-base, which in this context brings together all the experiences created by learners using the system. In a CBR system, a case denotes a problem-solution pair. In our system, the problem is represented by the goal, preconditions and learner model, as shown in Figure 1 . Still, depending on the solution, we have two kinds of cases: story cases, where the solution is a story, and plan cases where the solution is a plan. A plan is an ordered sequence of stories. Experiences are instances of stories created each time a learner plays a story, whereas trails are instances of plans, therefore sequences of experiences. Experiences and trails are used to evaluate the stories and plans respectively. On the basis of these definitions, we can formalise the case knowledge of the system as containing a set of knowledge assets with a story at the core. Each story holds references to the experiences it has seeded. The stories are interconnected into plans, which are associated with a set of trails that link together experiences. These knowledge assets have associated social data created by the community, such as feedback, ranking, peer assessment, tags, etc. Section 5 contains the details on case representation.
Other knowledge that such an integrated system would use are the social network and the game mechanics, but their description is outside the scope of this paper. Figure 2 illustrates an example of a story template with its corresponding possible situations, and the competencies trained and evaluated in each situation. The situations are labeled with letters A-G. The arrows which lead from one situation to another show the possible flows of situations. For example, situation A "Partner does not produce", can lead to one or both situations B "Conflict between partners" and F "Tasks not achieved or postponed". The dashed lines in the figure illustrate the links between situations and the related competencies. For example, situation B trains and evaluates conflict resolution. For each story template, an instantiated story consists of one path through its graph of situations. The game engine will instantiate the story according to the requirements of the learner as stated by the CBP module. The story instantiations consists of: (i) selection of the story situations, (ii) instantiation of story parameters. Given the example in Figure 2 , we can consider a user who wants to train in conflict resolution, crisis management and resource planning. Then, a candidate story is created by switching on the situations B, C and D. To train in the required competencies, the learner chooses the role of project coordinator. During his experiences, the user is first evaluated on how he handles the conflict between the partners. Then he is evaluated on how he manages the situation where a partner leaves the consortium where other partners have sufficient resources to overcome the loss. Other candidate stories starting from the same template can be: B →C →E, or even B →C →E →F →G, which would suit a more experienced learner, or a learner who needs a more complex story.
Story Generation Toy Example
Regarding the story parameters, for the given example such a parameter would be the number of partners in the consortium, the number of partners involved in the conflict, the personality of the non-player-characters. All these contribute to an easier or more complicated story. Having the set of needed competencies, the casebased planner might choose the template for the abstract plan, but in order to know how to instantiate the story (i.e, how to choose from the three stories we described above and instantiate the story parameters), it needs to know the performance of the user within the plan. Therefore, each story is instantiated when the plan execution thread reaches it.
Overview on Plan Generation
At the start of the process, the learner decides to achieve more competencies. A case for the case-based planner is derived from the plan goal (targeted competencies), by the set of possible intermediate goals (competency gap), and the plan preconditions (the learner model and his current competencies).
Drawing on this data and on the competencies knowledge, the system uses casebased planning to generate personalised plans for the learner. From a list of recommended learning plans, the learner chooses the one he prefers. As he or she plays, an experience is generated and added to his or her trail.
Depending on the learner's performance, the system decides if the intermediate competencies have been achieved. If the learner has failed to achieve them, the casebased planner identifies the situation as a failure and tries to recover in two ways: i) the planner anticipated the problem and will have already assigned a recovery plan for a particular story. If this is the case, the planner will choose the recovery plan with highest eligibility value; ii) otherwise the planner will undergo a CBR process to recommend other stories to the learner in order to bring him or her to the required standard in relation to the intermediate competencies. This is similar to the process suggested by variation theory of learning which states that a key feature of learning involves experiencing that phenomenon in a new light [34] . When all the goals of the plan have been achieved, the trail is saved and becomes part of the case base.
The plan generation described above uses a case-based planning approach based on 4 phases.
Plan Retrieve
Starting with the goals and preconditions, the planner searches the case base to find plans with similar descriptions, which yielded good results for the learner. In order to do this, the system must consider different types of knowledge and reasoning methods such as similarity metrics, utility metrics, statistical reasoning and collective filtering. An important focus of research related to this phase concerns the newstudent problem. In this situation, the system will not yet hold enough information to be able to assign a learner model to the student. In this context, a conversational CBR (CCBR) approach might be used. A CCBR system is used when the problem is not completely known and, therefore, the traditional retriever has no data to match the cases to. The system starts a conversation with the user, asking him questions which discriminate between learner models by traversing a decision tree. As the learner model is drawn out from this conversation, and the other problem data are known, the system selects the suitable cases. An even more attractive direction would be to adapt CCBR so that, instead of using conversations to figure out the learner model, learners are given stories to play, where the stories are chosen in such a way that the user's actions lead the reasoner along the same discriminative decision tree.
Plan Reuse and Revise
The differences between the goals of retrieved plans and the goals of the current learner are identified and used to adapt the plan. If the goal competencies are not similar, the competencies to be removed are identified and the associated stories are removed from the plan. If the current targeted competencies usually entail the mastery of some new competencies, the plan is adapted so that it targets these competencies. The obtained plan and stories are then analysed using domain knowledge to make sure that they are coherent, and revised if needed.
Plan Retain
The plan and its trail are saved in a temporary storage after it has been played by the learner. Then, periodically these plans and trials are analysed and filtered. For the stories which failed (eg.: the learner did not achieve the related competencies), the planner updates its fail expectation, and saves the recovery plan which worked. The recovery plan is represented by the stories the learner played until they achieved those competencies. At this stage, if the plan is a new one, it is assigned a utility and eligibility value. If the plan is a reused one, these values are updated. When a contingency story has a better eligibility value than the story in the original plan, it replaces the story in the plan. An important challenge here is to filter out the plans and stories which are not considered relevant for future use.
Section 5 discusses these stages in more detail, as well as case representation.
Learning Theory Principles
Game-based learning has pedagogical foundations in problem-based learning [42] , experiential [28] and inquiry-based learning [3] . More-over, they are also able to support other types of learning strategies because the content of the learning material is highly customisable, simulating real life situations, and capturing the learners' actions when they are faced with various tasks. This section describes some learning principles inspired by modern learning theories, that can be supported by the casebased planner overviewed in the previous section.
Principles of Linking Stories in a Learning Plan
The learning plan must be created so that the flow of stories the user engages with, lead him to the targeted competencies. For the creation of the learning plan we must consider the fact that the way learning episodes relate to each other is very important in order to keep the learner motivated and on the flow. There are several aspects which we focus on in creating the learning plans. First of all, we have to consider if there exists a domain model where possible competencies are represented and have specific relations between them (e.g. decomposition, prerequisites, constraints). These relations are extracted from the Competencies Graph illustrated in Figure 1 and they guide the ordering of the story templates in the abstract plan. Secondly, it is important that the learning plan builds new competencies on top of existing ones. Following this principle, the competencies are developed both horizontally and vertically. By horizontally we mean the development and association of new competencies from existing ones, and by vertically we mean reaching higher levels of mastery in a competency. Thus, in the learning plan the story complexity and the difficulty will increase as the user performs.
The third principle is that learning needs practice, and often recursiveness and/or repetition. The variation theory of learning [34] and the cognitive flexibility theory [53] argue that practice of the same thing in different contexts, not pure repetition, leads to better learning outcomes. Following this principle, a learning plan should train the same competency in typical but varied situations until the learner reaches the desired level and also subject him to at least one atypical situation.
While in the case of case-based planning the plans are usually extracted from the case-base, these principles must be enforced 1). in the case of data-sparsity problem when plans must be built from scratch for example in a manner close to [26] and 2). when new learning plans are obtained as adaptations of existing ones, in the "revise" stage of the CBP process.
Principles for Personalised Story Recommendation
Besides plan generation, we use a case-based reasoner to recommend stories which might help the learner get over the stages where he or she gets stuck in the learning process. When the learner fails to achieve the supposed intermediate goals, the planner detects a fail. This failure might be interpreted by the planner as either an expectation failure or plan failure. A learner might get stuck in a game by not making any relevant progress, which can lead to frustration. The learner is assessed on-thefly [45] , his actions being evidences for competency assessment, as well as for his emotional state [4] . This embedded formative assessment can guide the story personalisation. In this case, the case-based reasoner suggests targeted stories or story episodes, starting from one which poses problems to the learner, but adapted based on the variation patterns from variation theory of learning.
The proponents of the variation theory of learning define four main patterns of variation that facilitate learning [33] : (i)contrast -experience the world with or without the property of interest; (ii) generalisation -experience various worlds containing the object of interest; (iii) separation -experience the property of interest by varying it while other aspects stay the same; (iv) fusion -experience related or dependent properties of interest simultaneously. Therefore, these dimensions of variation can be employed by the case-based recommender in the adaptation stage of the CBR process. A preliminary study on how variation theory can be implemented in a serious games scenario is presented in [40] .
The case-base can be used to also recommend similar experiences of other learners. This enables the environment to integrate case-based learning (CBL)
5 [20] . CBL allows the students to view how others act, analyse and compare with their own actions and has already been successfully used in serious games.
In addition, the system should show the learner graphs and statistics on their performance and their learning patterns. In this way, learners have the chance to analyse their overall progress and how it was achieved, and thereby have facilitated metalearning [35] , a process of being aware and taking control of one's own learning.
Hierarchical CBP for Personalised Learning Plans
Reasoning with Abstraction to Build Learning Plans
In a game-based learning environment, a learning plan is an ordered list of stories meant to support the learner until he reaches the desired competency profile. The learning plan has to be adapted to the learner data like age, gender, cultural background. As well, it has to dynamically adapt based on the learner performances within the plan. This means that the planner does not have enough knowledge to create the whole plan in the initial stage of the planning. Therefore, at this stage several abstract plans are created, as sequences of story templates, and the learner can choose which one to execute. The story instances are created on-the-fly based on the story templates as the plan execution thread reaches them. At this stage the system has accumulated knowledge from the user's performances so far, and can individualise each story.
This methodology is inspired from the use of abstraction in case-based reasoning. By using abstraction, the less relevant features of a problem description are ignored in a first stage, leading to an abstract solution. Then, as the ignored features of the problem are being considered, the final concrete solution is derived from the abstract one [5] . In our case, the reasoner does not ignore features of the problem, but has to reason with an incomplete problem, which becomes complete as the solution is executed. 
Hierarchical Case-Based Planning
For planning on several layers of abstraction, many terms have been used in literature, the most common ones being hierarchical case-based reasoning [49] and stratified case-based reasoning [9] . The basic idea is that in the hierarchy of cases, only the "leaf" cases are concrete, and all the other nodes are "abstract cases". The studies presented in [6, 9, 49] , to name just a few, prove the advantages of this approach. Compared to classical case-based planning, it shows significant improvements in efficiency of retrieval and adaptation.
There are still differences in these approaches. In some of them, the abstract cases are created by abstraction and generalisation [1] of concrete cases. This is a bottom-up process which consists of merging concrete cases based on similar features. These are then discriminated based on their specific features, obtaining a hierarchical tree structure. In these systems the plans are retrieved entirely, and the new solutions are created by adapting them, e.g., in the PARIS system [6] . Other approaches create the abstract cases starting from task or goal decomposition. The concrete cases are the atomic actions which cannot be decomposed any more. The work described in [31] uses such an approach. In these type of systems, each planning step is retrieved individually and then they are integrated to form the adapted solution. Another system, Déjà-Vu [49] , combines the two types of hierarchies.
In our research, each planning step (a story instantiation) is not retrieved individually but is adapted by the user's previous interactions. Hence in our approach plan instantiation and the final steps of plan adaptation occur together. Generated abstract plans are presented to the user and he makes the choice of which one to follow. Every story generation is directly followed by user execution and system evaluation. The results are used to create new tasks for the subsequent steps.
In our solution, there are two levels of abstraction. In the systems which use abstraction it is common that the depth of the hierarchy is flexible, as the abstract cases are generated dynamically as soon as new cases share common features. The results of [9] show a significant improvement in efficiency when 3-4 levels of abstractions are used. If this proves to be valid in our system too, we will consider the option of using dynamic abstraction within each of the two current layers.
Abstract Plans
Abstract Case Representation
In order to represent the abstract cases we have to consider that there can exist multiple learning plans achieving the same learning goals. Consequently, all the plans which have similar initial states and goals are grouped under the same root. Then a description node is created for each abstract plan. This description node contains the users who executed the plan in the past, and a summary of their experiences (the plan outcome). This abstract plan outcome includes information like the time the user needed to complete the plan, the average number of story repetitions, and the performances. It is important to note that this summary, although part of the abstract case representation, is extracted from the concrete layer. This way, we compensate for the loss of information which is inherent in reasoning with abstract cases [6] . Including this information in the description node gives us the possibility of combining CBR with collective filtering. In this scenario, collective performance information from similar learners will help in ranking candidate cases. The model also supports the inclusion in the description of learners who were recommended the plan but did not choose to execute it. This information lends itself to providing explanations (e.g. 8 out of 10 learners selected this plan, 6 out of 8 learners completed this plan).
The description nodes have as children the abstract plans they describe. This hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 4 . As mentioned in Section 3, an abstract plan is a list of story templates. In Figure 4 , the abstract plan 1 is composed of the story templates ST1 → ST2 → ST3, and the abstract plan 2 is ST4 → ST3.
The figure shows that the learners Learner 1, Learner 2 and Learner 3 have similar initial and goal competency states. Still, both Learner 1 and Learner 2 chose the Abstract plan 1, while Learner 3 chose Abstract plan 2. Let us define the initial competency state as (conflict resolution, beginner), (negotiation, average), (crisis management, beginner), (resource planning, upper average) and the goal competency state as (conflict resolution, average), (crisis management, average), (resource planning, expert). Then, the story template illustrated in Figure 2 is a good candidate for being part of the two abstract plans. Moreover, since it brings together all the goal competencies, it is a good candidate for being ST3. Each story template in the abstract plan, has assigned the competencies it has to train and evaluate within that plan, and an initial set of tasks, based on the available knowledge about the learner. For example, let us consider the story template in Figure 2 is labeled ST3 in Figure 4 . Then, within the two abstract plans, the template is assigned the tasks to select situations which match conflict resolution, negotiation, crisis management and resource planning, since these are the competencies it was chosen for, even if it can support situations addressing other competencies as well.
This information is kept latent until the instantiation process, when the story is created. It can be seen as an explanation why the template is part of the abstract plan. Still, this data is not enough for a personalised story. To personalise the story, more tasks to fulfill are assigned to the template as described later in section 4.2.
Abstract Plan Retrieval and Reuse
The retrieval of the abstract learning plan is a top-bottom traversal of the tree presented in Figure 4 . This consists of two main steps: during the first step the system matches the current problem's initial state and goal to existing cases in the case base. Considering Figure 4 , this stage retrieves a set of nodes from the first level.
During the second step the system first retrieves the child nodes of the nodes returned after the first step. Then, for each such child it computes a suitability value, rather than a similarity value. The suitability value takes into consideration the learner similarity, the plan outcome for him and as well adaptation complexity [48] .
After the most suitable abstract plans are retrieved, they are adapted so that they fulfill all the problem's requests: they fit the learner, his current competency profile as well as his targeted competencies. The adaptation consists of adding/removing/replacing story templates from the original abstract plan. At this stage, the system has to make sure that the order of trained competencies and story templates respects the constraints described in Section 4.
Concrete Cases
Concrete Case Representation
Concrete case representation inherits from hierarchical representation used by Smyth et al. in Déjà-Vu [49] . The similarity comes from the fact that stories are generated step by step, therefore the final concrete solution is obtained by integrating the individual stories. Still, our suggested planner executes each step before instantiating the next. Both approaches permit multiple case reuse, which means that each planning step can be retrieved and reused from multiple cases. 5 Learning plans hierarchy; ST -story template; S -story; P -performance As described in Figure 3 , a component of the concrete problem is the set of previous user performances. Therefore, a learning plan that has been even partially executed by the learner is stored along with its performance score as a plan trace. The performances are analysed and depending on the result, the system selects and tailors the next story to play. Figure 5 shows the concrete plans layer, standing between the abstract plans layer and performance layer.
In the example in the figure, there are two abstract plans: ST1 → ST2 → ST3, and ST4 → ST3. The first abstract plan has two instantiations, i.e., two concrete learning plans: S1 → S2 → S3 and S1a → S2 → S3a. The second abstract plan has only one instantiation in the case base: S4 → S3a. The arrows from the abstract plan to the concrete plan show how the story templates have been instantiated. For example, ST1 was instantiated creating S1 and S1a, while ST2 was instantiated only once, in S2, this story being selected for two concrete plans.
The third layer shows how each concrete plan forms a trace as it is being executed. For example, the concrete plan S1 → S2 → S3, was executed once, leading to the trace: P1 → P2 → P3. The vertical arrows show how each story was instantiated by being played by a user and leading to a performance. For instance, the story S2 was executed twice, leading to the performances P2 and P2a.
Let us consider the example in Section 3.2 , with two learners, L1 and L2. Because they have similar current and targeted competencies, they are recommended the same abstract plan: ST1 → ST2 → ST3. Let us further consider that the story template in Figure 2 is labeled ST3 in Figure 5 . Before the instantiation of ST3, the learner L1 has executed two stories, S1 and S2, with performances P1 and P2. At the same stage, the learner L2 has executed the stories S1a and S2 with performances P1a and P2a, respectively. As the planner analyses the performances, L1 seems to make a good progress and successfully execute the tasks is short time. The planner can then decide to instantiate the ST3 template to a complex story, therefore creating story S3 as the flow of situations B → C → E → F → G. To make the story challenging, the planner also chooses to enforce a large consortium, with a spread conflict which determines a key partner to leave and cause a big resource gap. At the same time, if learner L2 has a slow progress, with blockages and long idle times, the system can decide to instantiate ST3 into S3a as the flow of situations B → C → D.
To make the story accessible, it defines a consortium of 4-5 partners with only two conflicting partners. A partner with a low contribution has to leave, and the lost resources can be covered from within the remaining consortium.
Planning on First Principles
The learning plan is created step by step, by instantiating the story templates of the abstract plan, at the moment they are needed or when the learner requests it. /* S n is the last executed story in CP */ 2 S T n = AP[n]; 3 P n = Performance(L, S n ); 4 if P n < S T n .goal then 5 T = GenerateSelfTasks(L,S n ,P n ); 6 S T n .tasks = S T n .tasks ∪ T ; 7 S a n = CreateStory(S T n ); In order to create the next story, the system needs to interpret the previous performances and modify the remainder of the plan accordingly. Algorithm 1 illustrates how this is done. It uses a task creation and distribution mechanism shown in Algorithm 2: after a performance has been analysed a list of tasks is created. If the learner failed to reach the level planned for the current story, the planner can recommend him to replay a variation of the same story with a different difficulty level. Otherwise, the planner sends the package of tasks to the first subsequent story template. The story template keeps for itself the tasks which it can achieve and sends the rest further to the subsequent template in the plan, and so on. In case a story template cannot satisfy any new task, it is considered that it needs no further personalisation, and it is instantiated based on its initial set of tasks, set by the abstract plan.
An example of the concrete-plan creation process based on the task distribution is presented in Figure 6 . The dashed arrows in the figure show how each performance triggers the delivery of tasks to the subsequent story template, which keeps for itself the tasks it can achieve and sends the rest forward.
As an example, let us consider that the story template ST3 represents the story template illustrated in Section 3.2, Figure 2 . The template receives the tasks T1 and T3 due to the performance P1. T1 states that the complexity of the story should be high, and T3 requires that the team management competency should be approached so that it suits a beginner. ST3 receives the two tasks but, because T3 refers to a competency the story template cannot address, it can only keep T1. T3 is sent further to the next story template. Due to previous performance P2a, ST3 also receives tasks T5 and T6. T5 states that the competency crisis management should be approached so that it suits an average level learner. T6 states that the set of competencies needed to successfully achieve the story mission must include the learner's targeted competencies, but not exclusively.
When ST3 needs to be instantiated, it has to consider therefore the tasks T1, T5and T6. Because of T1 and T6, the story is created so that it brings a large number of situations. Because of T5, the situations have to be chosen and adapted so that crisis management is required in many situations, but not very demanding. This requirements lead to the instantiation of story S3 as the flow of situations B → C → E → F → G with parameters instantiated so that situations C and G cannot be handled unless the learner has an average level of proficiency in crisis management (due to T5).
Using CBP Adaptation Techniques to Create Concrete Plans
The way the stories are created at this step from the story templates, can be either based on first-principles, or using one of the case-based-planning adaptation techniques like derivational or transformational analogy [36, 52, 12] . When the stories are generated on first-principles planning, then the system does not need to retrieve concrete plans from the case-base. They are created starting from the abstract plan, using only domain knowledge. All the knowledge about how the tasks are generated from performances is needed. As well, how to instantiate a story starting from a story template and a set of tasks.
The transformational approach relies on the fact that the system saves entire plans and the new solution is created by reusing the old solution. When such an approach is used, then the system does not care to learn about tasks. If the old story's performance was partially similar to the current story's performance, then the system adapts the next story in the old plan to achieve the new story. In this approach domain knowledge is needed to be able to adapt the old story to the new previous performance.
On the other hand, using the derivational analogy, the cases are adapted based on the way the old solution has been built. Here, the system does not save the entire plans, but the decisions taken which lead to the plan generation. In our case, this would mean that the system does not need to know the stories, it is only interested in the tasks which led to their generation. If the old story's performance was partially similar to the current story's performance, then the system adapts the old set of tasks and creates the new tasks. Using these tasks, it generates the story. Here, the system needs domain knowledge on how to integrate the tasks in the story creation.
The transformational approach can be used when the sequence of story templates in the new plan is similar to the old plan, and there is a high chance that the new learner performs similar to the previous learner. Because this situation is unlikely to happen too often, we suggest the derivational analogy as being more appropriate for our problem. Its proven advantage is that it provides more flexibility, because the planner can replay the derivational trace relative to the new problem [36] . In our case, the derivational trace is represented by the tasks, and because the tasks are not dependent on the next stories, they indeed can be applied to the new plan. Another advantage of derivational approach is that it can be used with introspective case-based planning in order to prune fruitless past tasks.
Still, research and evaluation of the possible approaches has to be done before the best fitted solution can be selected.
Discussion and Future Work
By now, we have presented how learning plans are created for the learners and adapted to match their needs and performances. Another crucial part of case-based systems is the retain phase, during which the system adds the new cases to the casebase. The case base should avoid redundancy and be kept at a size which does not negatively influence the retrieval and adaptation efficiency. For this, we propose to keep all the traces and experiences in a separate storage, and then periodically carry out maintenance analysis [46] to make sure that only the cases which bring value to the case-base are retained.
Keeping the traces of successful and failed plans allows us to analyse the features and feature weighting that are leading to unsuccessful retrievals. Introspective learning techniques for feature weighting are designed to increase or decrease the weights of selected case features on the basis of problem solving performance [7] . Such techniques have also been used to facilitate easier adaptation of cases [30] . Analysing the repository of plan traces using introspective learning should allow us to improve the retrieval of abstract cases and their adaptation to the learner context.
An important aspect of game-based learning that does not make the focus of this paper is related to user's performance assessment. This process is the focus of another component in the TARGET system, which models the relations between competencies and situations (i.e. the dashed lines in Figure 2 ). The user's execution during a situation stands as evidence of his level of mastery of the related competencies. The way of automatically interpreting these evidences, assessing the user's competencies and finally student modelling is a challenging research direction on its own. One possible solution would be the use of dynamic belief networks, where the relations between competencies and situations are represented as probabilistic relationships, as suggested by Reye in [38] .
Throughout this paper we mention the user data like age, gender and geographical details to be used for finding the suitable plan. Although it has been proven that cultural background, age and gender might influence a person's way of learning, we have to analyse if this data is relevant in our system. Therefore, we will use this data only for analysis during the early stages of the case base. If the analysis of cases proves any relation between learning and these parameters, we will consider them for plan retrieval.
Another aspect we have to consider when plans and stories are recommended is diversity [50] . We need diversity both for the learner and for the system. For the learner, it is important that recommended plans are varied and do not overlap with the user's already executed plans. For the system, it is important that it explores the efficacy of new plans as well, not only relying on old highly evaluated ones.
While the goal of this paper was to present a model of CBP and online learning using serious games, we should discuss our plans for implementation and evaluation. This work is being developed as part of the large European project TARGET, which contains academic and industrial partners and the case-based recommendation engine will be evaluated iteratively in small user trials, as well as fully integrated with the other components of the TARGET system.
Conclusion
We have presented a methodological framework for creating personalised learning plans based on serious games -interactive narratives designed to teach particular competencies. We justified our reasons for proposing a novel a case-based planning approach and described in detail our hierarchical case structure and our iterative retrieval and adaptation process. We proposed that the learning process can be continuously adapted for each individual learner. We showed how alternative plans which target the same goals can be represented, and retrieved based on their outcomes for different learners. The retrieved plans are then adapted on-the-fly, based on an evaluation of the learner's performance. We proposed a hierarchical planning methodology which enables the planner to retrieve and personalise the learning plan for each user. We also examined how plan traces from all learners can be exploited to improve the case-base of learning plans. This work is being developed as part of the European project TARGET and will be evaluated iteratively in small user trials.
